2007 gmc sierra

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Their four generations have appeared every five
to seven years: to , to , to , and to the present. The site has collected different problems about
the GMC Sierra. The model years with the most problems reported were and , with more than 60
complaints each year, followed by , , , and , with more than 40 each year. Of the problems, five
different complaints have been reported 90 or more times. The biggest issue, reported by
people, is that the four-wheel-drive transfer case position sensor or the selector switch may fail.
If that happens, the service 4WD message would display. The transfer case control module does
store fault codes, which help to figure out exactly what problem caused the message to display.
The problem affects trucks from through plus and The issue appears on average around , miles.
Another people reported the second-biggest issue where heating and air conditioning
temperature and air delivery mode door actuators may fail. If one or more delivery mode door
actuators fail, the HVAC system may not produce correct temperatures or air delivery. The
HVAC system stores fault codes, which help with diagnosis. The issue appears in model years
from through and appears at around , miles on average. Reported by people, the third-biggest
problem is the failure of the fuel level sensor. Repairing it involves replacing either the sensor
or the entire fuel pump module. The issue was most common in model years through It
appeared on average at around , miles. In addition, 99 people reported that a clunking sound
may come from the upper intermediate steering shaft. Most affected are model years to , to , and
To fix this, the instrument cluster has to be sent out to a repair facility. The warranty has been
extended to seven years or 70, miles to cover issues with some of these units. The issue
popped up more in earlier model years, including to , but it has also been seen in , , , and
RepairPal has not had any issues submitted for the Sierra since the model year. RepairPal info.
Refine your search. Automatic Pickup Gasoline 44 Flex Fuel 5 Diesel 2. Vortec Max. Popular
Similar Cars. Google Ads. Refine search. Only things wrong is that the front 2 tires need to be
replaced and the cv axles in the front need to be replaced. Cons: Needs new front tires Needs
new cv axles for 4wd.. Vortec max 6. With Crew Cab models or C49 rear-window defogger,
includes light-tinted rear window. With Extended Cab models, includes rear and rear quarter
windows. Remote Door Unlock. SLT, Vortec 6. Almost years in the same family!! We have been
serving all of western washington from wenatchee to the coast. From bellingham, fairhaven and
lynden to vancouver or portland. If seattle, tacoma, belleview or renton. New cars or new trucks,
or used vehicles. Comoptions:description gmc crew cab sierra sle 4x4 with the vortec max
package. It has the high output all aluminum 6. Being a vortec max edition it has the z85
suspension package which can tow 10,lbs. No mechanical issues, no leaks, everything works.
Its one of the smoothest riding trucks i've ever owned. Has incredible mid-range power.
Magnaflow exhaust dumped under bed gives it the sound it needs. Linex spray in bed liner with
the bed caps done. Rough country leveling kit. Exterior condition is excellent. Vortec Max
Package With 6. This Sierra retains its utility while being amazingly quiet and comfortable, with
a smooth ride, lots of standard features, and a stylish look for a pickup.. This beast sports the 6.
These are not to be confused with the all-new version. Great running truck. I just replaced on

may 13th the upper and lower ball joints also the upper control arms so the truck rides smooth
on the road. Children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat. See the vehicle's owner's
manual and child safety seat instructions for more safety information. Standard on tk tk or tk
models. We aim to put the customer first and make sure the customer finds the truck they want
and that meets their budget. For complete listing information please select the click to bid
button to see this item on ebay. Gmc has done it again! They have built some really good
vehicles and this outstanding gmc sierra is no exception! This sierra slt is still a pretty special
truck, showing off the superior ride and handling that have earned it accolades from pretty
much every reviewer who got behind the wheel. The drivability is good enough to be a capable
commuting vehicle for someone who wants a pickup on the weekend for hauling toys or
projects. The sierra scored the top rating in the iihs frontal offset test. Every lift kit and
modification is done right here in house by a certified shop. We proudly service, seattle,
shoreline, lynnwood, kent, renton, edmonds, silverdale, gig harbor, tacoma, bonney lake,
renton, wenatchee, spokane, everett, marysville, mapel valley, enumclaw, bellingham, oregon,
idaho, nevada, and california. Friesen motorsports makes no representations, expressed or
implied, to any actual or prospective purchaser or owner of this vehicle as to the existence,
ownership, accuracy, description or condition of this vehicle's listed equipment, accessories,
price or any warranties. Any and all differences must be addressed prior to the sale of this
vehicle. Vortec 6. This gmc sierra is located at the medved autoplex in wheat ridge. Price is after
Price includes dealer and handling fee. Certified pre-owned vehicles do not qualify for push pull
and drag. See dealer for details. The prices shown above are subject to change, and vehicles
are subject to prior sale. Msrp is the manufacturer's suggested retail price msrp of the vehicle,
and it does not include any taxes, fees or other charges. Not all sales at msrp. New vehicles
shown may have optional equipment at additional cost. Call or email for complete
vehicle-specific information. All pricing and details are believed to be accurate, but we do not
warrant or guarantee such accuracy. The prices shown above are subject to change. Trailering
equipment, heavy-duty, tow hitch, 4x4 click now! Key features include4x4, onboard
communications system, chrome wheels. Privacy glass, heated mirrors, electronic stability
control, electrochromic rearview mirror, 4-wheel abs. Fuel economy calculations based on
original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Also has a vortec max engine in it..
Yes a nice warranty is included on this leather and loaded crew cab 4x4! Featuring bucket seats
with console, pw, pl, cruise, and more. Clean title, auto check certified with the autocheck
buyback guarantee. The online credit application is the way to go One or tow minor and i mean
minor dents Nothing to stress about, but they are there. This truck is so clean. These pics are
taken before we send it to the clean up shop. We take pride in what we offer to sell - and - being
a carfax "advantage" dealer we have a carfax report available on every unit. We do not sell
-salvage -rebuilt-frame damaged or airbag's deployed vehicles. It is incomparable for the price
and quality. The quintessential gmc - this gmc sierra classic sle2 speaks volumes about its
owner, about uncompromising individuality, a passion for driving and standards far above the
ordinary. Check out this gmc sierra classic unknown. Also available with 2wd and 4wd nht
vortec max performance pack. Not available with b2e sierra special edition or b4v sierra
performance edition. Seltice way, post falls, wa Call jonathan or michael or go to Fremont
certified, spotless. Tk and tk models also include gt5 4. Clean carfax 1 ownerthis is a vortec max
- crew cabfactory motor is the 6. Runs and drives excellent! Only k miles. The all-new
next-generation pickups are here. The new sierra is built on a new platform, stiffer than before
for better ride and handling. A sierra denali can handle business and family affairs as well as
perform serious towing and hauling duties. It comes in standard, extended and crew cab
versions. The work truck can be ordered with two bucket seats or a three-person bench seat.
The extended cab can be equipped with either a short bed 5-foot, 8-inch , standard or long bed.
Optional head curtain airbags automatically inflate when sensors sense a severe impact to
provide extra protection in the event of a rollover or secondary collision. Also available: driver
and front-seat passenger side-impact air bags; anti-lock brakes, stabilitrak electronic stability
control with rollover mitigation technology, autotrack active transfer case, ultrasonic rear park
assist, onstar emergency notification. The gmc emblem is set amid dark horizontal bars in the
middle of an upright and chrome-surrounded grille. The headlamps are a pair of stacked,
jeweled lenses. The front bumper features round fog lamps and a wide air intake and wraps
around the sides of the truck to the front lower edge of the front wheel wells. The windshield is
tilted back for improved aerodynamics and enhanced highway fuel economy. The sides of the
cargo bed are higher than on previous models, and the exterior of the tailgate is sculpted,
enhancing the rear view of the truck. Stacked tail lamps are on either side of the tailgate. The
pickups get a unique rear frame section that is percent stiffer. The sierra and silverado share
mechanical components, with the exception of the unique features found on the sierra denali.

This yields a smoother ride and better handling. It also allowed the engineers to reduce the gap
between the truck bed and passenger compartment as well as the gaps between fenders and
bumpers, all of which enhances aerodynamics and fuel efficiency. The truck also has a new rear
axle design with shocks absorbers mounted outboard and more upright for better dynamic
control. Gmc hasn't forgotten about owners who use their trucks for work, however. So the
sierra is available with the choice of a pure pickup interior or luxury-inspired accommodations
more in the style of the yukon. The pure pickup dashboard has a double-decked glove box
system, with the upper box just large enough to hold a pair of work gloves and a few smaller
items. Sitting in the back seat of the extended cab is made more pleasant thanks to the fact that
the windows in the rear access doors power fully down. We found all of them to be comfortable.
The z71 is set up to enhance off-pavement driving. The z60 configuration is for what gmc calls
'maximum street performance' and includes big inch wheels. The nht geometry is designed for
sierra owners who need to tow heavier trailers. It was fitted with stabilitrak, side-curtain airbags,
a locking rear differential, and a convenience package that includes adjustable pedals, remote
vehicle starting system and rear park assist. The slt we drove had the nht suspension designed
for maximum capacity trailering, with a special steering gear, shock absorbers, rear axle and
tires. It features new exterior styling and new interiors that can be ordered for pure pickup work
or for more luxurious family-oriented duties. Those who plan to use their trucks
01 corolla
ford ranger parts interchange
1988 toyota corolla station wagon
for commuting to work, carrying lot. Come see this gmc sierra classic. Great looking denali
truck!! New 6. This truck has plenty of power and rides absolutely smooth. Touch screen stereo,
leather interior. Weathertech floorliners. Rhino lining in bed, call or text with any questions.
Fully appointed and difficult to find gmc sierra z71 crew cab 4wd with the high output 6. This
monster v8 kicks out a whopping hp and lb. Of torque! Comes complete with full leather, dual
heated seats, auto-dimming rear-view mirror with integrated compass and temperature, parking
sensors, running boards, privacy glass, alloy wheels and more. The previous owner installed a
top of the line leer painted to match canopy with a turboliner spray-in bed liner. Boasting a
perfect carfax vehicle history report showing no accidents, damage or previous claim history of
any kind. Newtons' best, well known and highly respected used car dealership. SB for sale in
Fairfield, Tennessee. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

